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Almost temperature independent charge carrier mobilities in liquid crystals
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~Received 10 August 1999; accepted 20 October 1999!

We present a theoretical description of the almost temperature independent mobilities of
photoinjected electrons or holes in discotic liquid crystals. Using data from band structure
calculations on triphenylene-based systems, we calculate the electron and hole mobility using the
framework of the stochastic Haken–Strobl–Reineker model. We show how almost temperature
independent mobilities can be explained in two ways, either by assuming the fluctuations of the
tunneling matrix element to be small or by combining the different temperature dependences of the
different modes of molecular thermal motion. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~00!50503-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Organic materials with high charge carrier mobilities a
of fundamental interest for a variety of technical applic
tions. The highest charge carrier mobilities (1021...1
cm2/V s)1 have been measured in high purity organic sin
crystals which are, however, difficult to produce and proce
Therefore, the use of other forms, such as thin films a
discotic liquid crystals, has been suggested. The dis
monomers of planar substances often self-organize into
lumnar stacks that lead to a favorablep-overlap of the aro-
matic cores of the molecular units. In this way, on
dimensional pathways for charge transport are generated
explain the measured high charge carrier mobilities
1023...1021 cm2/V s.2,3 Attached to the aromatic core mo
ecules are long aliphatic side chains that lead to the liq
crystalline behavior and subsequently to the easier hand
of these substances.

The theoretical models presented so far have focuse
a static disorder description in which the charge migration
described as a random walk in a rough energy landsc
including thermally activated jumps over barriers a
tunneling.4 This approach is correct if the disorder is tru
static ~e.g., defects! or if the molecular motions of the mol
ecules are slow, so that a migrating charge carrier exp
ences a quasistatic environment. Effects stemming from
molecular motions have to be treated differently. In order
quantify when a molecular motion is considered fast or sl
we introduce the average timeDt that a migrating charge
carrier needs to travel one intermolecular distance along
stack. IfDt is smaller than the inverse oscillation frequen
of the monomers, we consider the disorder to be static. In
opposite case, we speak of dynamic disorder. An estimate
an upper bound ofDt can be obtained from the drift velocit
v5mE with typical values for the mobility m
'1023...1021 cm2/V s and for the electric field~time-of-
1540021-9606/2000/112(3)/1541/6/$17.00
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flight measurements! E'104 V/cm. For an intermolecular
distance xeq53.6 Å, we obtain Dt'3.6310211...3.6
31029 s. This value represents an upper limit forDt since
the charge carrier may experience back and forth hops w
out effectively moving along the columnar axis.

A lower bound forDt can be obtained by the invers
hopping matrix element,\/J, which yieldsDt'6.6310214 s
for a typical hopping matrix element ofJ510 meV. This
value is too low, since dynamic disorder effects lead to
smaller effective value forJ.5

This means that for typical molecular oscillation fr
quencies around 1012 s21 it is not clear whether the static o
a dynamic disorder approach is more feasible.

Regarding the influence of truly static disorder, it h
been argued6 that misalignment of columns or permane
dislocations should be removed as soon as the system e
the liquid crystalline phase.

In this paper we present a dynamic disorder appro
that considers the incoherent charge carrier motion to be
tirely generated by the fast motion of the molecular units
a stack and assumes that no static disorder is present. U
the results of band-structure calculations we have perform
on triphenylene-based discotic liquid crystal systems,
show how the fluctuations in the hopping matrix element
a charge carrier between two monomers generate the i
herent charge transport and calculate the electron and
mobility along the columnar axis. In particular we focus o
the explanation of the almost temperature independent
bilities found in some liquid crystalline systems.3,4,6,7

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we intr
duce the theoretical model used to describe the charge ca
motion. In Sec. III the parameters that enter this model
calculated using the results of band-structure calculatio
The results for the electron and hole mobility are presen
in Sec. IV and we summarize the findings in Sec. V.
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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II. THEORY

The Haken–Strobl–Reineker model8–11 provides a con-
venient description of charge carrier transport phenomen
organic crystals. In addition to the coherent charge car
motion, the influence of lattice and other vibrations is tak
into account in a stochastic way by assuming the site e
giesen(t) and the hopping matrix elementsJn(t) to fluctuate
in time. For next-neighbor interaction on a one-dimensio
chain of identical molecules with equal equilibrium di
tances, this leads to the Hamiltonian

H~ t !5(
n

en~ t !cn
†cn1(

n
Jn~ t !~cn

†cn111cn11
cn cn!,

~1!

wherecn
†(cn) creates~destroys! a charge carrier at siten. The

site energy and the hopping matrix element can be dec
posed into a constant part that describes the coherent ch
carrier motion in a completely rigid lattice and a fluctuati
part with zero mean:en(t)5e1den(t) and Jn(t)5J
1dJn(t), wheree5^en(t)& andJ5^Jn(t)&. The bracketŝ&
represent the thermal average over all molecular vibratio
For the fluctuations, a Gaussian Markovian process with z
mean is assumed. In addition to the assumptions mad
Haken, Strobl, and Reineker, we assume the fluctuat
dJ(t) to be real. The second moments are assumed to h
the form

^den~ t !den8~ t1t!&5\g0

1

tc
e2utu/tcdn,n8, ~2!

^dJn~ t !dJn8~ t1t!&5\g1

1

tc
e2utu/tcdn,n8 , ~3!

whereg0 is a measure for the size of the fluctuations in s
energy~diagonal fluctuations! andg1 a measure for the siz
of the fluctuations in the transfer matrix element~nondiago-
nal fluctuations!. Assuming a very short correlation timetc

that allows the replacement of the exponential decay in E
~2! and ~3! by a d-function, i.e.,Jtc /\!1, Haken, Strobl,
and Reineker~HSR! obtain the diffusion constant for th
migration of a charge carrier along the chain

DHSR5
xeq

2

\ S 2g11
J2

g013g1
D , ~4!

with xeq being the equilibrium distance between two adjac
molecules in the chain. The first part of this diffusion co
stant describes the charge carrier motion that is generate
nonlocal fluctuations and is referred to as the incoherent p
The second part, sometimes called the coherent part,
ishes asJ→0 and describes the band motion that is hinde
by local as well as by nonlocal fluctuations. From this e
pression, the charge carrier mobilitym can readily be calcu-
lated using the Einstein relation

mHSR5
eDHSR

kBT
, ~5!

with e being the electric charge of the migrating particle,kB

being Boltzmann’s constant, andT being the temperature.
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For the example discussed in this paper, however,Jtc /\
is not always a small quantity. For example, for a typic
hopping matrix element of 10 meV, the correlation timetc

needs to be smaller than 6.6310214 s. If, however, the rela-
tion

gtc /\

11~2Jtc /\!2 !1 ~6!

if fulfilled for both g5g0 andg5g1, a generalized version12

of the Haken–Strobl–Reineker model can be used. In
case, the diffusion constant again consists of an incohe
and a coherent part, the latter of which again vanishes
J→0. For the systems considered in this paper, the con
bution from coherent diffusion is small and we only consid
the incoherent part that is given by

D5
2g1xeq

2

\
FS 2Jtc

\ D , ~7!

with a function

F~e!5
1

p2E
0

p

dkE
0

p

dK
11cos~k!cos~K !

11e2~cos~K !2cos~k!!2 ~8!

that can be expressed by complete elliptic integrals of
first and second kind.13

For Jtc /\!1, the sumF approaches unity and we re
cover the Haken–Strobl–Reineker model. ForJtc /\.1,
however,F is much smaller than unity and leads to strong
reduced values forD andm.

III. DETERMINATION OF J AND g1

In this section we calculate the averaged tunneling m
trix elementJ and the magnitudeg1 of its nonlocal correla-
tion function using band-structure calculations we have p
formed on stacks of triphenylene molecules. In particular,
have calculated the bare hopping matrix elementJbare(x,u)
for electrons and holes in a stack of C24H24O6 molecules
which represent the core molecules for a variety of
phenylene derivatives. The computational method used is
valence effective Hamiltonian~VEH! method, which is
known to provide reliable estimates of the transition energ
and the band gap in conjugated systems.14,15 The molecular
structure of the monomer used in the calculation has b
optimized at the semiempirical AM1 level16 and yielded a
structure very similar to a previously reported one.17 In the
calculations, we have included two degrees of freed
(x,u). The longitudinal motion of the molecules along th
principal axis of a stack is described by the distancex be-
tween two adjacent molecules and the rotation around
axis is described by the torsion angleu about which two
neighboring molecules differ. In the following, we calcula
the average ofJbare(x,u) over the longitudinal and rotationa
mode of the chain of molecules. Taking into account t
threefold symmetry of the triphenylene molecules with
spect to rotation around the columnar axis, we fit the sim
lation results with a function

Jbare~x,u!5Ae2Bx(
l 50

2

Cl cos~3lu!, ~9!
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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1543J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 3, 15 January 2000 Carrier mobilities in liquid crystals
with C051. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, this function fits th
simulation results for the electron hopping matrix elem
well. The fit is less good for the hole data, but for the sake
transparency we do not use a more complicated fitting fu
tion with more Fourier coefficientsCl and a sum of expo-
nential dependencies. Nevertheless, such a function ca
included straightforwardly into the present treatment. For
electron, we obtain the coefficientsA5299 eV, B52.47
Å 21, C151.07, andC250.193 and in the case of a hole w
obtain A5834 eV, B52.70 Å21, C150.807, and C2

50.235, respectively.
From X-ray measurements on different triphenylene

rivatives, it is known that the equilibrium distance betwe
two adjacent molecules isxeq'3.6 Å, with small deviations
depending on the length and the type of the side chains.3 For
simplicity, we assumexeq to be independent of temperatur
although small changes with temperature have been
served. For some substances, the ordering of the molec
in a stack with respect to rotation around the columnar a
has been investigated and a helical ordering has been fo
The observed average torsion angles vary from;33 to
45.5°.18,19 We will assume an average rotation angle ofueq

'45°.
Introducing variables with zero mean,y5x2xeq andf

5u2ueq we rewrite Eq.~9! as

FIG. 1. The fitted hopping matrix elementJbare(x,ueq) compared to the
simulation data for stacks of C24H24O6 molecules.

FIG. 2. The fitted hopping matrix elementJbare(xeq,u) compared to the
simulation data for stacks of C24H24O6 molecules.
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Jbare~y,f!5A8e2B8y(
l 50

2

$Cl8 cos~3lf!1Sl8 sin~3lf!%.

~10!

The numerical values forA8, B8, Cl8 , andSl8 are given in
Table I.

After a straightforward calculation, we obtain for th
thermal average ofJbare(y,f) in the classical limit,

J5^Jbare~y,f!&5A8ebxT̃(
l 50

2

Cl8e
2bu l T̃, ~11!

whereT̃5T/300 K is the reduced temperature and the co
ficientsbx andbu can be expressed by the mean square
viations ^y2& and ^f2&,

bxT̃5
B2

2
^y2& and buT̃5

9

2
^f2&. ~12!

An interesting fact is the different dependence on tempe
ture for the two types of motion. Because of the exponen
dependence of the hopping matrix elementJbareon the inter-
molecular distance, the thermal motion of the molecu
along the columnar axis leads to an exponentially increa
average value. The opposite is true for the angular dep
dence. With increasing temperature, the rotational contri
tions are exponentially damped.

The mean square deviations^y2& and ^f2& can be cal-
culated assuming optical phonon densities that are sha
peaked atv0x andv0u , respectively. The physical reason fo
this is that slow vibrations are strongly hindered by the lo
side chains of the core molecules, whereas high-freque
modes are thermally low populated. We obtain^y2&
52kBT/mv0x

2 and ^f2&52kBT/Iv0u
2 , where the mass of a

molecule in the stack ism and its moment of inertia isI.
Taking into account just the core molecule C18H12 and

assuming typical frequenciesv0x550 andv0u520 cm21,
we obtain A^y2&50.98 Å and A^f2&548°at T5300 K.
Considering the fact that the triphenylene molecules fo
stable stacks at room temperature, these values are cl
too large and contradict the close packing of the triphenyl
molecules within one stack. This suggests that the s
chains and their interaction with the surrounding mediu
have a strong influence on the thermal molecular motion
decrease its amplitude by a large factor. We include t
effect by assuming mean deviations of a physically reas
able magnitude, thus replacing the mass and the momen

TABLE I. Values of the fitting parameters forJbare(y,f) in Eq. ~10!.

Electron Hole

A8 41.1 meV 50.1 meV
B8 2.47 Å21 2.70 Å21

C08 1 1
C18 20.757 20.571
C28 0 0
S08 0 0
S18 20.757 20.571
S28 0.193 0.235
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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inertia by much larger, effective quantities.
Up to this point, only two modes of intermolecular m

tion have been taken into account. Other possible moti
are tilting movement that leads to nonparallel triphenyle
cores or the sidewards motion of a triphenylene molec
partially out of the column. In the case of the tilting mod
we believe that its influence on the tunneling matrix elem
is small, since the total overlap between the molecular or
th
h

m

t
th
se

th

ion
l

f
en

r
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als remains almost unchanged. The out of column mot
will generally decrease the value of the tunneling matrix
ement. In the present treatment, however, we assume
effect to be small compared to the contribution by they and
f modes.

In the following, we consider the magnitudeg1 of the
nondiagonal fluctuations. We obtain for the nondiagonal c
relation function in the classical limit,
^dJn~ t !dJn~ t1t!&

5A82c2bxT̃$112C18e
2buT̃%$e2bxT̃Sx~t!21%1A82C18

2e2bxT̃e22buT̃$e2~bx1bu!T̃Sx~t!21%1A82e2bxT̃~11Sx~t!!

3$2S18S28e
25buT̃ sinh~4buT̃Su~t!!1S28

2e28buT̃ sinh~8buT̃Su~t!!%. ~13!
en-

ole

-

The functionsSx(t) andSu(t) are given by

S~t!5H cosv0t
sindt

Dt
1sin v0t

Dt cosDt

~p/2!22~Dt!2

~ internal dephasing!

e2t/tc ~external dephasing!

,

~14!

where we have omitted appropriate indicesx or u referring to
which type of motion is described. In the first case~internal
dephasing!, the dephasing is caused by the dispersion of
phonon frequencies for which a constant density of states
been assumed in the intervalv02D...v01D, with D
!v0 . In the second case, an external process is assu
which causes dephasing on a time scaletc,v0

21 . In the
present case, the long side chains attached to the
phenylene core molecule will have a strong influence on
dephasing of the core motion and therefore we use the
ond option~external dephasing!. For the sake of simplicity
we assume the correlation time to be the same for both
rotational and the translational mode.

Clearly, in the general case, the correlation funct
^dJn(t)dJn(t1t)& does not follow the simple exponentia
decay law required by Eq.~3!. However, for small values o
bx andbu , the decay can be described well by an expon
tial.

We therefore calculateg1 by equating the integrals ove
the assumed@Eq. ~3!# and over the calculated@Eq. ~13!# cor-
relation function and obtain

g1'
1

\E0

`

dt^dJn~ t !dJn~ t1t!&

5
tc

\
A82e2bxT̃H I ~2bxT̃!12C18e

2buT̃I ~2bxT̃!

1C18
2e22buT̃I ~2~bx1bu!T̃!12S18S28e

25buT̃

3
I ~2~bx12bu!T̃!2I ~2~bx22bu!T̃!

2

e
as

ed,

ri-
e
c-

e

-

1S28
2e28buT̃

I ~2~bx14bu!T̃!2I ~2~bx24bu!T̃

2 J ,

~15!

with I (a)5*0
1du(eau21)/u. As shown in Fig. 3 in the case

of electron hopping, the agreement between the expon
tially decaying correlation function in Eq.~3! and the calcu-
lated correlation function in Eq.~13! is quantitative only for

bxT̃!1andbuT̃!1. For larger values ofbxT̃ and buT̃, the
correlation function only contributes for very short timest
!tc . The same behavior is obtained in the case of h
transport.

The expressions forJ and g1 can be considerably sim
plified, provided thatbxT̃ and buT̃ are small compared to
unity. ExpandingJ up to the zeroth order inbxT̃ andbuT̃, we
obtain

JO~b0!5H 9.99 meV ~electron!

21.5 meV ~hole!
. ~16!

Keeping only the first order inbxT̃ and buT̃ in expression
~15! for g1 and using the Einstein relation~5!, we obtain for
the mobility in first order in the constantsbx andbu ,

FIG. 3. Comparison between the calculated correlation function in Eq.~13!
and the exponentially decaying correlation function in Eq.~3! for different
values ofbuT̃ andbxT̃.
icense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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1545J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 3, 15 January 2000 Carrier mobilities in liquid crystals
mO~b!Fcm2

V s G5H t̃cF~30.3t̃c!$46.2bx1107.6bu% ~electron!

t̃cF~65.3t̃c!$213.8bx111.9bb% ~hole!
,

~17!

if we assume a charge of onee. T̃c is the correlation time in
units of 10212 s. While the first three prefactors are stab
with respect to small changes in the Fourier coefficientsCl8
and Sl8 , the prefactor 11.9 stems from a cancellation
larger terms and therefore varies considerably when usin
different fitting procedure. Its numerical value should
considered with care. The corresponding mobilitymHSR for
the original Haken–Strobl–Reineker model can be obtai
by simply omitting the factorsF in Eq. ~17!.

Both mobilitiesm andmHSR become independent of tem
perature in this limit. This follows quite generally from th
assumption of small fluctuations and remains true also
other degrees of freedom for the molecular motion are ta
into account.

IV. RESULTS

A. Small fluctuations

In this section we discuss the charge carrier mobility i
triphenylene-based liquid crystal assuming that the ther
motion of the molecules has a small amplitude which le
to small fluctuations in the tunneling matrix element.

As described after Eq.~17!, the temperature dependen
of the mobility is generally very weak in this regime. Takin
small mean square deviations~at room temperature! of
A^f2&55°and A^y2&50.1 Å that lead to the coefficient
bx50.0305 in the case of electron hopping andbx50.0365
for the hole hopping, and tobu50.0343 in both cases, w
obtain a linear rise of about 10% over the temperature ra
300...400 K.

In Fig. 4 we show the mobility at room temperatureT
5300 K! for these values ofbx andbu as a function of the
correlation time tc . The mobility calculated with the
Haken–Strobl–Reineker model differs strongly from the m
bility obtained from the generalized model. The reason
this is the violation of the assumption thatJtc /\ can be
considered as a small parameter which, in turn, allows
replacement of the exponential correlation function by

FIG. 4. Electron and hole mobility calculated with the Haken–Strob
Reineker model and its generalized version for small fluctuations.
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d-function. For very small correlation times, however, t
inequalityJtc /\!1 is fulfilled and the two curves coincide

The Haken–Strobl–Reineker model leads to a mobi
that is proportional to the correlation timetc . This depen-
dence is strongly suppressed by the additional factorF in the
generalized model and leads to a logarithmic dependenc
tc . Since the hopping matrix elementJ is larger for the hole,
the factorF in Eq. ~7! is smaller in the case of the hole an
leads to a smaller hole mobility at large correlation times
the case of the generalized model.

The mobility calculated with either model is propo
tional to bx and bu and therefore also proportional to th
mean square deviationsA^y2& and A^f2& at a certain tem-
perature.

With the generalized Haken–Strobl–Reineker mo
and for the small values for the mean square displacem
chosen in Fig. 4, we reproduce the experimentally obser
weak temperature dependence of charge carrier mobil
observed in some discotic liquid crystals and approach
measured order of magnitude with values betwe
1023...1021 cm2/V s.2,3

B. Large fluctuation

In Fig. 5 we show the mobility of a system with only th
rotational mode (A^y2&50) for a wide range of parameter
bu and temperatures. In order to include many different s
tems into one figure, we plot the quotientm/bu as a function
of buT̃. This can be viewed best as a plot of the mobility
a function of temperature with axes that have to be sca
according to a chosen value ofbu . Both models result in
mobilities that show an initial increase with temperature, f
lowed by a decrease to zero. The result of the general
Haken–Strobl–Reineker model is shown with a tenfold m
nification, so the value for the electron in the generaliz
model for buT̃50.001 actually lies atm'14 cm2/V s. This
model leads to approximately ten times smaller values t
the original Haken–Strobl–Reineker model. In both plots
correlation time oftc510212 s has been chosen. For small
values oftc , the results obtained with the two models a
proach each other and lead to smaller mobilities.

In Fig. 6 we show the same plot for a system with on
the translational mode along the columnar axis. Here b

FIG. 5. Electron and hole mobility calculated with the Haken–Strob
Reineker model and its generalized version for large rotational fluctuati
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models result in monotonically increasing mobilities as fun
tions of temperature.

Allowing for both modes of molecular motion simulta
neously, we obtain a curve that shows a mixture of the t
temperature dependences discussed above. Depending o
ratio of the coefficientsbu and bx , it is thus possible to
construct a temperature independent mobility even in a
gion where thebuT̃ and bxT̃ are not small quantities any
more.

Both models result in too large mobilities compared
the values that have been obtained experimentally, with
additional factor of approximately ten in the case of t
original Haken–Strobl–Reineker model.

This may be explained by the fact that we have n
glected static disorder. Truly static dislocations and defe
as well as slow molecular motions may strongly reduce
value of the mobility.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper we have investigated the electron and h
mobility of a triphenylene-based discotic liquid crystal sy
tem. The experimentally observed weak temperature de
dence in some systems can be explained in two ways.

FIG. 6. Electron and hole mobility calculated with the Haken–Strob
Reineker model and its generalized version for large translational fluc
tions.
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By assuming small fluctuations of the molecules ab
their equilibrium positions, temperature independent elect
and hole mobilities follow quite generally. The magnitude
the mobilities in the case of small fluctuations is only sligh
larger than the experimentally observed values.

If the fluctuations are not small, the mobilities in gene
show a temperature dependence. Nevertheless, a com
tion of different modes of molecular motion may lead to
cancellation of the temperature dependence in some temp
ture interval. However, the magnitude of the mobilities o
tained with this approach is too large and the inclusion
static disorder effects needs to be considered.
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